
Certified Perfects Dice  

What sets TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s Certified Perfects Dice apart?
“Certified Perfects” Dice are acknowledged as the world-wide industry standard for casino dice and 
trusted globally for accuracy, quality and security.

Quality Manufacturing and Craftsmanship
TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s “Certified Perfects” are acknowledged 

as the world-wide industry standard for casino gaming dice 

and trusted globally for accuracy, quality and security. Dice 

have been manufactured since 1945 at our factory in Kearney, 

Missouri (formerly Midwest Game Supply, which was acquired 

by TCSJOHNHUXLEY in 2022). 

“Certified Perfects” branded dice adhere to the highest of 

standards, achieving precision and accuracy with incredible 

craftsmanship and the most stringent levels of security. This vast 

experience ensures that all dice are produced with the precision 

and accuracy required for the gaming market.

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com

Features & Benefits

Manufactured to the highest level and trusted globally for  
accuracy, quality and security

Designed and manufactured to ensure perfect balance and 
true randomness on every roll

Made from high-quality translucent acrylic

Available in various sizes depending on the country and 
casino’s requirements

Edge profiles include razor edge or ball corner

Spots on a die are painted with a special epoxy, to create the 
same weight and density throughout 

Can be monogrammed or serialised to a casino’s specifications

Sanded or High-Polished Finish

Available for Craps, Sicbo and Pai Gow
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Numerous Security Options
Security is key and there are several options for casinos, including:

Serial Numbers - A unique serial number that can be added on each 

set of dice to ensure all dice used in the game are the same.

Logo - The casino’s logo can be added for personalisation and adds a 

clear identifier. 

Glow Spot -  A designated spot on each die is filled with a special 

formulation epoxy that changes colour under ultra-violet light (black 

light).

Key Letter Spot - A designated spot on each die can be 

monogrammed with a letter or number prior to painting. The 

monogram adds another level of security that is hard to replicate. 

Reverse 2 – 3 -  Positioning of the 2 and 3 spot sides can be 

changed.

Logo &/or Serial Number Colour - The colour of a logo and/or 

serial number can be altered for variance. 

Precision Dice
Dice are manufactured to ensure the perfect balance and true 
randomness on every roll with numerous quality procedures.
Edges are razor cut for precision and in the shape of a perfect die 
with corners perfectly square to ensure the randomness of each 
roll. Each side of a die is perfectly flat and the spots contained are 
perfectly flush to ensure no imbalance. Furthermore, the weight 
of each die is equally distributed throughout the cube and no side 
of the die is heavier or lighter than any other side.

Wide Range of Design Choices
“Certified Perfects” Dice are available for Craps, Sicbo and Pai Gow, 
in a wide selection of colour choices and can be personalised with a 
casino’s logo.  These precision-balanced dice are made of flawless, 
translucent acrylic material, and wrapped in our signature gold foil. 
We work closely with our customers around the world to deliver 
quality products that provides exactly what they need.



Feature Options Available 
Spots Flush Spot

Edge Razor or Ball Corner

Colours Pink, Tangerine, Green, Dark Blue, White, Dark Red, Saffron, Black, Red

Finish Sanded or High Polished Finish

Sizes 3/4” and .775”

Games Craps, Sicbo and Pai Gow

Speciality Dice

.640 Pai Gow Standard

.640 Pai Gow Diagonal Deuce
5/8” Ball Corner Pai Gow
5/8” Ball Corner Pai Gow Diagonal Deuce 
5/8” Ball Corner Yu Ha Hi

Let’s get technical

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com
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